
GENERAL HONORS COURSES – Fall 2014 
With the exception of the required one hour G H 299, the following General Honors courses may be used to fulfill requirements in the University’s General 
Education:  G H 101, 201, and 301 in the GE area of the humanities; G H 102, 202, 302 in the GE area of the social sciences; G H 103, 203, 303 in the GE area 
of mathematics and the natural sciences; G H 104, 204 in the GE area of math and the natural sciences with lab.  
 
 Note that G H 101 may be taken as Advanced Placement Credit for English 180 OR English 280, but not for both English 180 and 280.   
G H 101 may be repeated only if taken in a different department.  However, AP credit may only be earned once.  A student may NOT take G H 101 
and earn AP credit for ENG 180 and then repeat the course to earn AP credit for ENG 280. 
 
  91157  G H 101  Sec. 91 SOC CLASS LIT  T. Helwig 10-10:50  MWF SI 308 
  91158  G H 101  Sec. 92 SOC CLASS LIT  T. Helwig 11-11:50   MWF SI 308 
  91159  G H 101  Sec. 93 HORROR FICTION A. Robertson 9:30-10:45 TTH SI 308 
  91160  G H 101  Sec. 94 HORROR FICTION A. Robertson   11-12:15  TTH SI 308 
  91161  G H 101  Sec. 96 KING ARTHUR  M. Sinex  1-1:50  MWF SI 308 
  91162  G H 101  Sec. 97 KING ARTHUR  M. Sinex  11-11:50  MWF SI 020   
  91165  G H 104   Sec.  05 BIOL-ETHIC PROB T. Alton  1-1:50  MWF WG 286 
        LAB      3-4:50  TH WG 105 
  /91167  G H 299  Sec. 03 COFAC HON SEM S. Macchi 8-8:50    W MH 340 
  /91168  G H 299  Sec. 05 PRES LEADERSHIP R. Hardy  12-12:50  M HH 04 
  /91169  G H 299  Sec. 06 PRES LEADERSHIP R. Hardy  1-1:50  T HH 04  
   96760  G H 299  Sec. 28  SEE INVISIBLE  J. Rabchuk 2-2:50  T CH 336 

 ♦*/96796 G H 299  Sec. 36 INTL HLTH      F. Gebrewold 2-2:50  M ST 222 
 96541  G H 299  Sec. 48 INTCULT COMP  E. Gorlewski 1-1:50  T MH 06 
 91170  G H 301  Sec. 53 ANTI APARTHEID  P. Cole     6-8:30    T eve MG 306 

  91173  G H 302  Sec. 65 NATIV AM SPIR  D. Sandage 6:30-9  W eve MG 322 
  91172  G H 302  Sec. 73 GAME THEORY  J. Day      12:30-1:45 TTH  MG 308 
  96542  G H 302  Sec. 75 POWER & CONTROL P. McGinty 9:30-10:45 TTH ST 217 
  /91174  G H 333  Sec. 01 INDEP STUDY  R. Hardy   ARRANGED 
  /91175  G H 444  Sec. 01 IND SR RESEARCH R. Hardy   ARRANGED  
  &94357 COMM 241H Sec. 25 INTRO PUB SPKG S. Macchi  10-10:50  MWF MH 340 
     /Permission of Molly Homer required. 
  *Class meets first 8 weeks. 
  ♦Additional Costs Required for Field Trip. 
  &Counts as G H course for satisfying graduation requirements for Honors Scholar status. 

 
91157 G H 101   Sec. 91  SOC CLASS LIT   T. Helwig      10-10:50                MWF  SI 308   
91158 G H 101   Sec. 92  SOC CLASS LIT   T. Helwig         11-11:50                MWF  SI 308 
Class Mobility in American Literature:  In 1782, American essayist J. Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur wrote, “The rich and the poor are not so far removed 
from each other as they are in Europe….We are the most perfect society now existing in the world.”  And thus, from the 18th century to the present, a number 
of American authors, political theorists, and social commentators have helped to construct the image of America as a largely classless society, thereby 
frustrating our efforts to appreciate the importance of class to our everyday lives and even to perceive how class difference is represented in our national 
literature and culture. 
     This course, designed with our university’s large number of first-generation college students in mind, will investigate how a diverse set of American authors 
since the beginning of the industrial revolution in the 1830s responded to America’s volatile economic climate and began to construct class identities.  From 
Frederick Douglass’s heroic pursuit of freedom and the rights to his own labor, to Herman Melville’s prophetic depiction of mind-numbing office cubicles, to 
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s poignant portrait of American idealism, to Paul Auster’s dystopic figuration of the post-industrial age, American writers can help us to see 
the ways that class, along with the equally important social sites of race and gender, shapes the American experience.  
 
91159     G H 101  Sec. 93           HORROR FICTION A. Robertson         9:30-10:45 TTH  SI 308 
91160     G H 101  Sec. 94           HORROR FICTION A. Robertson         11-12:15   TTH  SI 308 
Horror Fiction: From Edgar Allan Poe to Stephen King and Everything In Between:  This course introduces students to the always popular genre of 
Horror.  Through close critical, cultural and psychological examination of selected novels, short stories and films, this class traces the history of horror fiction, 
examines the characteristics of this genre, and psychologically investigates how horror works on the minds of modern audiences.  The goal of this course is to 
give students an understanding of what the horror genre consists of, how it works, and why it works generation after generation.  The class will also analyze the 
cultural contexts of particular horror narratives through literary and psychological lenses to determine what they reflect and reveal about a particular 
culture/society/nation in a particular time and place.  For example, vampires as “Other” is one of those cultural concepts we will examine as we look at 
Imperialism in the British Empire and Stoker’s reversing that power structure in his narrative.  Together we will read a series of short stories and novels that 
begin with the early 19th Century works of Mary Shelley and Edgar Allan Poe and finish with 21st Century best-selling authors like Stephen King and Anne 
Rice.  Thus, the course covers almost two centuries of horror fiction through class discussion, collaborative group work, and a class “text” authored by the 
students themselves that describes and defines each of the sixteen sub-genres of Horror covered in the course.   Throughout the semester, we pair up our written 
texts with their film counterparts to enable a thorough analysis of the genre itself, the societies in which the stories are set, and the audiences that, generation 
after generation, are captivated by those stories. 
 
91161     G H 101  Sec. 96           KING ARTHUR  M. Sinex             1-1:50      MWF  SI 308 
91162     G H 101  Sec. 97           KING ARTHUR  M. Sinex             11-11:50   MWF  SI 020 
King Arthur:  “King Arthur in Our Time” has been designed for students seeking ENG 180 or 280 credit. This class will introduce you to some of the notable 
retellings and interpretations of Arthurian material drawn from literary works and the visual arts of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Recognizing the 
importance of Malory’s Morte Darthur as an inspiration for nineteenth-century poets, we will read selections from it as we encounter the poetic treatments of 
Morris and Tennyson. The course will also provide you with opportunities to use film treatments and contemporary fiction in your written work since many 
students first encounter Arthurian themes and characters in films and in computer games. We will read works illustrating several genres (e.g. poetry, novel) and 
study book illustrations (Doré) and paintings of the Pre-Raphaelites. The works selected will illustrate the Arthurian Revival of the nineteenth century.  
 
91165 G H 104 Sec. 05   BIOL-ETHIC PROB  T. Alton    1-1:50 MWF  WG 286(lecture)     3-4:50  TH WG 105 (lab)  
Ethical Problems in Modern Biology:  This course will identify basic ethical problems that have arisen with attempts by scientists to overcome human 
difficulties and look at the basic biology involved and discuss the solutions.  Among these are infertility; fetal research; genetic engineering of microbes, 
animals, plants, and humans; and environmental concerns such as endangered species, overpopulation, atmospheric pollution, water problems, and 
development versus preservation.  Laboratory sessions will include a practical look at biological principles and discussion groups. For non-biology majors 
only.  Not open to students who have taken BIOL 100.   
 
/91167   G H 299   Sec. 03     COFAC HON SEM S. Macchi                    8-8:50               W   MH 340  
COFAC Honors Seminar:   This will be a seminar that introduces students to the disciplines within Fine Arts and Communication:  Art, Broadcasting, 
Communication, Communication Sciences and Disorders, Music, and Theatre and Dance.  Focusing on an interdisciplinary theme or issue, students will learn 
to develop collaborative research/creative projects, drawing on perspectives from those disciplines.  /Permission of Molly Homer Required. 



 
/91168   G H 299   Sec. 05     PRES LEADERSHIP R. Hardy          12-12:50            M   HH 04  
/91169   G H 299   Sec. 06     PRES LEADERSHIP R. Hardy          1-1:50            T   HH 04  
The President’s Leadership Class:  This course is restricted to freshman or sophomore recipients of the Centennial Honors Scholarship, President’s or 
Trustees’ Scholarships.  The purpose of the course is to analyze elements of civic leadership, study civic exemplars, reveal opportunities for leadership, and 
learn tips for applying for prestigious national and international scholarships.   The course will include guest lectures by noted civic and campus leaders, 
discussions of leadership essays and books, and recommendations from faculty on how to apply for the Truman, Fulbright, Marshall, Goldwater, Rhodes, 
Udall, Madison, and USA Today Scholarships.   Students will also be provided information about honorary societies, the Study Abroad Program, the Learning 
to Lead Program, and opportunities for community and governmental internships.   /Permission of Molly Homer Required. 
 
96760     G H 299   Sec. 28     SEE INVISIBLE  J. Rabchuk        2-2:50                   T    CH 336 
Seeing the Invisible:  This course is designed to help students understand the nature of scientific reasoning and develop their skills in applying scientific 
reasoning to a number of practical problems.  The common thread to the problems examined in this course will be determining the nature of the unseen 
connections between phenomena.  The students will learn the role of theoretical models used to explain the causal relationships between physical phenomena.  
They will learn how to build these models, how to test them and how to evaluate them.  They will use these skills to evaluate the validity of various 
conclusions that claim to be scientific.  Students will also compare scientific reasoning to other types of knowing, and explore whether scientific reasoning is 
appropriate in other, non-scientific, contexts. 
     This course will use a variety of approaches to help students develop a well-rounded perspective of all the considerations that go into making scientific 
conclusions.  There will be readings from the main text for the course:  “Understanding Scientific Reasoning” by Giere, et al., supplemented by readings from 
the popular media and other sources.  There will be one in-class experiment related to the detection and analysis of the properties of non-visible 
electromagnetic radiation.  There will be an independent study project and in-class presentation for the final.  There will be a final term paper in which students 
will draw on their experiences in doing the group project to bring together the ideas and concepts required to see the invisible. 
    
♦*/96796   G H 299     Sec. 36     INTL HLTH  F. Gebrewold   2-2:50  M  ST 222 
International Health:  The purpose of this course is to provide foundational knowledge and application of the international elements of health which include, 
but are not limited to global dimensions of chronic and infectious diseases. In addition, the course will focus on major global health organizations such as: the 
World Health Organization, which has become the international standard for clinical and epidemiological purposes, the role of the United Nations in 
maintaining international peace and security, and other organizations such as the Rotary International foundation’s efforts to eradicate Polio. As part of the 
program, students will take a field trip during Fall break to tour the United Nations headquarters in New York City.                          
♦*/Permission of Molly Homer required.  Class meets first 8 weeks with a trip during Thanksgiving break.  Additional costs required for field trip. 
 
96541     G H 299   Sec. 48     INTCULT COMP  E. Gorlewski      1-1:50                   T    MH 06 
Developing Intercultural Competence through International Education:  This course will introduce the concept of intercultural competence, specifically as 
a desired outcome of international education activities. In today’s interconnected world, intercultural competence is increasingly seen as a requirement for 
college graduates to succeed in the global workforce. Students will learn about the different conceptions of what it means to be interculturally competent, and 
how this competence is developed both at home and abroad.  
 
91170  G H 301   Sec. 53     ANTI APARTHEID  P. Cole    6-8:30  T eve    MG 306 
The Anti-Apartheid Movement:  This course is a readings and research seminar that explores the history of the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa and 
the anti-apartheid solidarity movement in the United States.  Apartheid was one of the 20th century’s most notorious examples of a system of human 
oppression; however, the fight to overthrow apartheid was one of the century’s greatest examples of how humans, when organized and committed, can 
overcome tremendous obstacles and extend freedom.  Indeed, the global fight against apartheid was, arguably, the most impressive international social 
movement since the mid-19th century push for the abolition of slavery worldwide. 
  To examine this subject will require students to develop a basic knowledge of the history of South Africa, including pre-colonial times, colonialism, and 20th 
century South Africa.  Then, students will learn about the efforts in country to resist white minority rule and racial oppression, which by the mid-20th century 
would be called apartheid.  After students learn something about the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa, and why it had stalled by the early 1960s, then 
we will learn about efforts in the United States and elsewhere to pressure the government of South Africa to end apartheid.  In the USA, we will focus upon the 
different groups that joined the struggle, especially African Americans as well as churches, students, and unions.  The course will culminate in the presentation 
of research that individuals will have undertaken on a specific group or individual that had been active in America’s anti-apartheid movement. 
 
91173  G H 302   Sec. 65     NATIVE AM SPIR D. Sandage   6:30-9:00  W eve  MG 322 
Native American Spirituality:  This course provides an overview of the rich spirituality practiced by natives of North America.  The spiritual intent of all 
Native American religions is to live in harmony with the universe; thus, this course will focus on myths, rituals, and symbols that help achieve balance with 
nature.  This course will also present a sociological analysis of mainstream America’s changing perceptions of Native Spirituality and how the American 
Indian traditions offer models of ecological gender-sensitive religion for many.  
 
91172  G H 302    Sec. 73     GAME THEORY  J. Day        12:30-1:45 TTH  MG 308 
Game Theory in the Social Sciences:  This interdisciplinary course will provide an introduction into the method of game theory and how to use it to answer 
important political and social questions.  The method of game theory is becoming increasingly important to many disciplines:  In political science, game theory 
is used to understand political phenomena such as voter turnout, bargaining, and coalition building.  In law enforcement, game theory is used to study 
phenomena such as police patrolling, jury decision making, and prisoner interrogations.  In sociology, game theory is used to study phenomena such as 
cooperation, conflict, collective action, and norms.  This course will provide a solid foundation in the basic concepts of game theory while applying it to real 
life situations and scholarly questions.  
 
96542 G H 302 Sec. 75  POWER & CONTROL P. McGinty  9:30-10:45 TTH  ST 217 
Power and Control in Human Societies:  Borrowing insights from across the social sciences, this course investigates the conceptual linkages, contradictions, 
and controversies among (and between) classical, modern, and contemporary social scientific theories and writings on the nature, form, and organization of 
power and forms of control in human societies.  Students are encouraged to thoroughly investigate: the assumptions on which theories of power are based; the 
logical ends of each line of thought; and the implications for each line of thinking on social scientific conceptions of human interaction and relationships. 
 
/91174       G H 333   Sec. 01        INDEP STUDY  R. Hardy   Arranged Arranged Arranged    
Intensive study and writing on interdisciplinary topics to be approved by the Honors College director and faculty supervisors.  Students must have upper-
division status.  See the Honors Director for more details.  /Permission of Molly Homer required. 
 
/91175   G H 444   Sec. 01   INDEP SR RESEARCH R. Hardy   Arranged Arranged Arranged        
Intensive research and preparation of an interdisciplinary senior honors thesis or project report.  Topics to be approved by the Honors College director and 
faculty supervisor.  See the Honors Director for more details.  (Note: students working on senior theses should use course numbers available in their major 
departments.  GH 444 can be used if no departmental course number exists.)  /Permission of Molly Homer required.   
 
&94357   COMM 241H  Sec. 25      INTRO PUB SPKG       S. Macchi         10-10:50        MWF                    MH 340   
Introduction to Public Speaking:  Students in this honors class will receive the same amount of speaking experience and practical instruction as in other 
sections but will engage in a more intensive development of those speeches.  Each student will give three major speeches.  The first will be an informative 
visual presentation, the second will be an argumentative presentation, and the third major speech will be a persuasive presentation.  Students will 
also deliver some minor, upgraded speeches.   
      The course has two objectives.  The first is to have the students master the practicalities of public speaking.  They will learn and put into play the canonical 
principles of invention, organization, style, memory and delivery, and will do so in both informative and persuasive situations.  The second objective is to 
introduce students to the richness of rhetorical theory.  The section will be conducted in such a way as to promote both goals simultaneously. 
      Speeches will be critiqued by the instructor and the class according to the principles outlined in the texts and discussed in class.  With the exception of the 
days devoted to giving speech assignments, class will be conducted as a seminar and workshop.  Students will be expected to have read the material assigned 
and be prepared to raise issues about the readings.  Discussion will follow the students' reactions.   
&Counts as GH course for satisfying graduation requirements for Honors Scholar status.  


